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Abstract 
We give a polynomial algorithm solving the problem “is S partially confluent on the rational 
set R?” for finite, basic, noetherian semi-Thue systems. The algorithm is obtained by a polynomial 
reduction of this problem to the equivalence problem for deterministic 2-tape finite automata, 
which has been shown to be polynomially decidable in Friedman and Greibach (1982). 
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1. Introduction 
I. 1. Presentation 
Among all rewriting systems, those which are conjuent and noetheriun are con- 
sidered as particularly nice because they have a decidable word-problem (provided 
the one-step reduction and the irreducibility property are themselves computable pred- 
icates). In some particular contexts (semi-Thue systems presenting groups [ 12,9,22], 
sets of words defined by a rewriting system [5,6,3 1,3], sets of graphs defined by a 
rewriting system [2]), noetherian systems which only fulfill some weak condition of 
confluence, may still have nice algorithmic properties. 
A rewriting-system S over some set E will be called partiully conjluent on a subset 
R of irreducible elements if and only if, for every e E E, e is equivalent (mods) with 
some element of R if and only if e has some descendant in R. (One can easily see 
that, in the case where R consists of a single irreducible element I’, this property is 
equivalent to the fact that S is confluent on [r] * .) Let us call the following problem 
- 
s 
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the PArtial Confluence Problem (denoted PACP): 
Instance: A finite alphabet X, a noetherian semi-Thue system S and a deterministic 
finite automaton S! over X such that L(g) C Irr(S). 
Question: Is S partially confluent on L(g)? 
Up to now, it is known that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
this problem is undecidable for finite, length-reducing, semi-Thue systems [27,33], 
even for L(g) reduced to a single word, 
this problem is decidable in double-exponential time for finite, basic, length- 
decreasing, semi-Thue systems [27,33], 
it is decidable in P-time whether a finite monadic semi-Thue system S is confluent 
on every word in range(S) ([37,16,23], thus improving a decidability result of 
130,311), 
the PACP is decidable in P-time for finite monadic semi-Thue systems presenting 
groups and for L(B) = {a} [22,23], 
the PACP is decidable in P-time for finite special semi-Thue systems and for 
L(g) reduced to a single word [28]. 
We prove here the following: 
Theorem 4.5. The PArtial Confluence Problem is decidable in P-time for jinite, basic, 
noetherian semi-Thue systems. 
This result both improves the complexity of result (2) and enlarges the domain of 
applicability of results (3)-(5). Let us mention three other results which can motivate 
interest in Theorem 4.5: 
(6) given a finite (or even rational) basic, noetherian semi-Thue system S, which is 
partially confluent on a rational set of irreducible words R, [R] * is a deter- 
c) 
s 
ministic context-free language [7,26], 
(7) the so-called equivalence-problem for DPDA2 is Turing-equivalent with the 
PACP for finite, left-basic, 3 length-reducing semi-Thue systems and L(W) 
reduced to a single word [33, Theorem 5.171, 
(8) the decidability of the equivalence-problem for DPDA has been recently estab- 
lished in [35]. 
Two other related results are: 
(9) confhtence of a finite, monadic semi-Thue system over a rational set R is decidable 
[241, 
(10) partial confluence of a rational, basic, noetherian semi-Thue system S on a rational 
set R C Irr(S) is decidable [ 191. 
2 This problem asks for every pair (&‘I, J&Z) of DPDA whether L(&‘l ) = L(.dz)?. 
3 See in Section 2.1 a precise definition of special, monadic, basic and left-basic systems. 
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Let us remark that the time upper bounds derived from (9) and ( 10) are multi- 
exponential. The time complexity of problem (8) (equivalently, of the PACP for finite, 
left-basic, length-reducing semi-Thue systems and L(.%?) reduced to a single word) is 
unknown; it is not even known whether this problem is primitive recursive. 
1.2. Contents 
We give in the preliminaries all the notation, definitions and results concerning 
either rewriting systems (Section 2.1) or 2-d.f.a’s (Section 2.2) which are required in 
the proof of the main result. 
We give in Section 3 a detailed proof of the fact that the PACP is decidable in 
P-time for finite, basic, noetherian semi-Thue systems, in the case where L(.#) consists 
of a single word. 
We use a criterion established in [19] which is similar to the one established in 
[37]. In order to test whether this criterion is satisfied, we associate to every system S 
and every S-irreducible word m a set of 7-tuples of words E, and a rewriting system 
T, over the set E,,,; in some sense, T,,, expresses a careful way of computing the 
normal form ps(am/?) obtained by leftmost-reduction from the initial word rmfl, for 
every irreducible words a,,!?. This computation is careful in that it can be simulated 
by a l-turn pushdown-automaton with only a polynomial amount of states (while the 
analogous 1 -turn DPDAs defined in [30,3 1,27,33] had an exponential amount of states 
in general). Moreover, in order to use the tight complexity result of [17], we use a 
2-tape d.Ja instead of a l-turn DPDA as simulating device, which is a more or less 
classical trick in automata theory (see [ 18, Theorem 6.1, p. 45 1; 4, 361). 
In Section 4 we sketch the extension of Section 3 to the general case (L(.&) is not 
reduced to a single word any more). 
This paper is an extended version of the work presented by the author at RTA95 [34]. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Rewriting systems 
Abstract rewriting systems. Let E be some set and + some binary relation over E. 
We shall call + the direct reductionwe shall use the notations -% for every inte- 
ger (,i 30), and A,2 in the usual way (see [21]). By H, we denote the relation 
+ U t. The three relations 5, L and +% are, respectively, the reduction, deriva- 
tion and the equivalence generated by ---f. 
We use the notions of conjuent relation and noetherian relation in their usual mean- 
ing ([21] or [15, Section 4, pp. 266-2691). 
An element e E E is said to be irreducible (resp. reducible) modulo (+) iff there 
exists no (resp. some) e’ E E such that e --$ e’. By In(-) we denote the set of all the 
elements of E which are irreducible modulo (--+). 
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Given some subset A of E, we use the following notation: 
(A) * ={~EEI~~EA,Lz~T-e}, d~(A)={e~E(3a~A,a~e}, 
Definition 1. The relation + is said partially confluent over a subset A C In(-) if 
and only if 
WL = [Altz_. 
Words. Given an alphabet X, by (X’ , .,E) we denote the free monoid generated 
by X (where . is the concatenation-product and E is the empty word). If u de- 
notes a word , ii denotes its mirror-image. A word IA is a factor of the word v iff 
3a, j3 E X* such that v = cr.u$. By F(u) we denote the set of all factors of u and given 
L CX”, by F(L) we denote the set F(L) = {U EX* I3v EL,U is a factor of v}. For 
every non-empty word w EX*, First(w) (resp. Last(w)) is the jirst or leftmost (resp. 
last or rightmost) letter of w. We set First(s) = Last(s) = a. 
Semi-Thue systems. We call a subset S LX* xX* a semi-Thue system over X. By 
7 we denote the binary relation defined by ‘J’f, g EX*, 
f T g iff there exists (u, v) E S, LX, /I EX* such that f = CO.@, g = ctvj?. 
T is the one-step reduction generated by S. All the definitions and notation defined 
in the section “abstract rewriting systems” apply to the binary relation T. Let us give 
now additional notions, notation and results which are specific to semi-Thue systems. 
We use now the notation Irr(S) for Irr( 7 ), d:(A) for A*_ (A). We set 
s 
Dam(S) = {U EX* ) 31 E-X*, (u, V) Es}, 
Range(S)={vEX* (%EX*,(u,v)ES}. 
We define the size of S as /lSll = C(,,),s(ul + IvI. 
Let us fix some total ordering < on the set X and let us denote by the same 
symbol < the short-lex ordering induced on X*. We call a redex of S, every 3-tuple 
(r, U, v) EX” x X* x X* such that (u, v) E S. A redex (Y, U, U) is said leftmost iff 
1. no proper prefix of ru is S-reducible, 
2. no proper suffix u’ of u is such that ru = Y’U’ and (r’, u’, v’) is a redex, 
3. vv’EX*,(u,v’)ES3v~v’. 
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(A proper prefix (resp. suffix) of u is a prefix (resp. suffix) which is not equal to u.) 
We denote by --) the leftmost reduction generated by S, which is the binary relation 
s’ 
defined by4 Vf,gEX*, 
,f’ 7 g ti 3r, u, v, s E X* such that J’ = rus, 
s 
y = rvs and (r, U, v) is a leftmost redex. 
In the case where T is noetherian, S defines a mapping ps :X* -+ Irr(S) that we 
call the leftmost total reduction (mod S) and is defined by, for all ,f EX*, 
ps(,f) is the unique irreducible word such that f -% ps(f). 
.S’ 
A pair (u, v) EX* x X* is called a critical pair of the system S iff 3(ul, v1 ), (~2, ~2) E S, 
3cr, j1 EX* such that either 
or 
ul =LX&(U~,VI) # (242,~~) and (u,v)=(vI,~~P). 
By CP(S) we denote the set of critical pairs of S. By RCP(S) we denote the set of 
reduced critical pairs defined by 
RCP(S) = {(Ps(u), ps(v)) I (u, v> E CW)). 
Definition 2. Let us consider the following conditions on the rules of a semi-Thue 
system S: 
Cl: for every (u, v), (u’, v’) ES and every r’,s’ EX*, v = r’u’s’ 3 Is’1 = jr’1 = 0; 
C2: for every (u,v),(~‘,u’)~S and every r,s’EX*, rv=u’s’ =S Is’\=0 or (s’l>(v(; 
C3: for every (u,v),(u’,v’) ES and every r’,s EX*, vs=r’u’ + Ir’I =0 or Ir’/ > 1~1; 
S is said special iff V(u,u) E S, [VI = 0, S is said monadic iff Y(u, v) ES, Jvl < 1, S is said 
basic iff it fulfills Cl-C3, S is said left-basic iff it fulfills Cl and C2. 
Each condition C’i (i E [l, 31) consists in the prohibition of some superposition config- 
uration for two redexes (r, U, v), (r’, u’, v’) of S. 
Condition C 1: C 1 expresses the prohibition of the following configuration: v = r’u’s’ 
where lu’( < Iv/. 
4 Our definition differs slightly from that of [8]. 
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Schema 1: 
r’ u’ s’ 
In other words, a right-hand side of a rule may not strictly embed any left-hand side 
of a rule. 
Condition C2: C2 expresses the prohibition of the following configuration: rv = u’s’ 
where 0~ Is’1 <Iv/. 
Schema 2: 
In other words, a right-hand side of a rule may not be “strictly overlapped on the 
left” by any left-hand side of a rule. 
Condition C3: C3 expresses the prohibition of the following configuration: us = r’u’ 
where 0< Jr’/ <Jul. 
Schema 3: 
In other words, a right-hand side of a rule may not be “strictly overlapped on the 
right” by any left-hand side of a rule. These definitions appeared in [25,14,11,29]. 
An extension to the so-called controlled rewriting systems [lo, 131 leads to a full 
characterisation of deterministic c.j languages in terms of complete rewriting systems 
[32]. One can notice that, for every semi-Thue system S, 
S is special + S is monadic + S is basic + S is left-basic. 
Algorithmic problem. We focus in this paper on the following algorithmic problem. 
(PACP)PArtial Conjluence Problem: 
Instance: A finite alphabet X, a noetherian semi-Thue system S over X and a 
deterministic finite automaton B over X such that L(B) C RR(S). 
Question: Is S partially confluent on the set L(W)? 
In case L(g) consists of a single word, this problem is equivalent to the con& 
ence on a congruence class problem investigated in [27,22,28]. One can also notice 
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that a system S is weakly conjluent in the sense of [23] iff it is partially confluent 
on the image by ps of every right-hand side of S; this problem was investigated in 
[31,37, 16,231. It follows that these two last problems are polynomially reducible to 
the PACP problem. 
We use the following criterium for testing partial confluence. 
Lemma 2.1 (partial confluence criterion, [19]). Let S he some noetheriun semi-Thue 
system over X and R & Irr(S). S is partially confluent on R {J” ‘d(u, v) E RCP(S). 
V(a, ‘M’) E Irr(S) x Irr(S), ,os(aua’) E R H ,os(avct’) E R. 
This lemma is analogous to [37, Theorem 3.31 and can be proved in a similar 
way (complete proof in [19]). We refer the reader to [8, 151 for more information on 
rewriting systems. 
2.2. 2-tape deterministic jinite automata 
Definition 3. A deterministic n-tape finite automaton (abbreviated n-d.f.a. in the sequel) 
is a 5-tuple 
where 
_ X is a finite alphabet, the input-alphabet, 
- Q is a finite set, the set of states, 
_ q() is a distinguished state, the initial state, 
~ F C_ Q is a set of distinguished states, the final states, 
- 6, the transition function, is a map from Q x (X U {#, E})~ to Q (where # is a new 
letter not in X) fulfilling the restrictions: 
1. Vq E Q, Vu E (X U {#})” if 6(q, (F)~) is defined, then 
6(q, u) is defined + u = a” 
2. vqEQ,krE(XU {#})“,VuEX U {#), if &q,(&)‘,a,(.z)‘) (with i+j+ 1 =n) is 
defined, then 
S(q,u) is defined+u=((e)‘,b,(f:)‘), for some ~EXU {#}. 
A cor$yuration of d is any (n + 1)-tuple (q, UI,. , u,) E Q x ((X U {#})* )” (in more 
intuitive terms, q is the state of the automaton while Ui is the input word that remains 
to be read on the ith tape of the automaton). By Config we denote the set of 
all configurations of d. The one-step move relation ----f is the binary relation on 
.w’ 
Config defined by 
(q, u) 7 (q’, u’) @ 3a E (X U {#, E})~ such that 6(q, a) = q’ and u = a.u’. 
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The general notions introduced in Section 2.1 then apply on this binary relation, so 
that we can use the relation 5 and the notion of irreducible configuration (mod&). 
d 
The n-d.f.a & is called loop-free iff 
VqEQ, Vn’nEN, (q,E)~(q,C)*n=o. 
From now on we suppose the n-d.f.a.‘s we are dealing with are loop-free. We define 
the map rd : Config -+ Config (the map computed by &) by 
Vc E Config( Q(C) is d-irreducible and c 2 r&c). 
The language recognized by & is 
L(d)= {u EX” 1% ??F,(qo,u.(#)“) 5(q.W)}. 
We recall that the recognizable subsets of I*” are exactly the subsets L of the form 
L= IJ Ri,l X . ‘. X Ri,,, 
I$i<p 
where p E N and all the Ri,j are rational subsets of X*. If L is recognized by some 
2-d.f.a. and R is some recognizable subset, then L fl R is recognized by some 2-d.f.a. 
too. 
Theorem 2.2 (Friedman and Greibach [17]). The problem to determine whether two 
2-dja’s d, 99 are recognizing the same language is decidable in Polynomial time 
(namely in time O((p + q)4), where p,q are the sizes of the automata under 
comparison). 
We recall that even the more general problem of the multiplicity equivalence for 
n-tape finite automata is decidable [20], (but it is not known whether this last problem 
is in the class P, for n 83). 
Definition 4. Let us consider two sets E,F, a 2-d.f.a. s$ and three maps 
h : E --f F, HI : E + Config( Hz : Config ----f F. 
We say that d computes h via the encoding HI and the decoding Hz iff 
h=H2 0~~ OH,. 
(Of course, this notion can be of some use only in case the maps Hi are of a simple 
kind. ) 
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3. Partial confluence on a word 
Let us fix some finite, basic, noetherian, semi-Thue system S LX* x X*. To every 
m E Irr(S) we associate a set E, C(X*)5 and a relation -+ on E, 5 : E, = {(x,x, fi, y, 
7-w 
P’,x’,r’) E (x*)5(IxIGl,Ix’1<1, axfl E h(S), /7x/z’ E In(S), fl E F(Dom(S)), 0’ E 
F(Dom(S)) and ‘/ E (Range(S) + s)F(m)(Range(S) + a)}; we recall that F(m) denotes 
the set of all factors of the word m (see Section 2.1); we define the relation 7 by 
describing the successors of every element e = (a,~, j?, I>, j3’: x’, x’) E E,. 
Cu.ye 1: c(=zla, where aEX andx=tz, 
(a,x,p,r,P’,X’,9’)~(al,rL,p,~,B’,a’,a’). 
Cme 2: Last(clx) =x, tl’ = aa{ where a E X and x’ = c, 
(,x,x, P, ‘r’, P’,x’, a’) 7 (a,x, A y, B’. a, m: ). 
Cuse 3: Last(ax) =x, First(x’M’) =x’ and (Ix/ = 1 and x,6 E F(Dom(S))), 
(a,x.P,i’.P’,X’,cc’)~(a,E,X/J,~,P’,x’,~’). 
Case 4: Last(ax) =x, First(x’a’) =x’, (1x1 = 0 or x0$! F(Dom(S))) and (Ix’1 = 1 and 
p’x’ ci F(Dom(S))), 
&se 5: Last(mx) =x, First(x’a’) =x’, (Ix\= 0 or xfl@ F(Dom(S))), (Ix’1 = 0 or /3/x’ 6 
F(Dom(S))), and fir/?’ is S-reducible. 
Subcase 1: /3=/3ij32,~=~~y2, and (/31,IJ~yi,u1) is the leftmost redex of BY/~‘, 
(~,*,8,Y>B’,x’,~‘) ~(CI,X,Bl,Ulilz,p’,X’,‘2’). 
Subcase 2: y=yIy2, /3’=/?{& and (jjyl,y~fl{,uz) is the leftmost redex of PjB’, 
(@Gx,B, Y, B’,x’, M’) -;-(a,x,8,YlU?,~;,*‘,r’). 
Subcase 3: p = fiIP2, ,!I’ = p{,l3;, and (fl1tj&yfl{, u’) is the leftmost redex of BY/~‘, 
(%x>B,Y,P’,x’,E’) ~(dI,x,8~,U’,P:,X’,a’). 
Sztbcase 4: y = yluy2 and (j?yi,u,u’) is the leftmost redex of &B’, 
(a,x, P, Y, B’,x’, a’) ~(sx,~,i’lu’yz,B’,s’,a’). 
’ The subscript m in i-, will be omitted in the sequel when it causes no confusion. 
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One can check that if Ed E fulfills the hypothesis of one of cases l-5, then the 
7-tuple et which we introduce on the right-hand side of the arrow “ 7 ” is itself in 
E (the non-trivial checks are cases (5.1)-(5.4) which lean on the basicity of S and on 
the facts that y E (Range(S) + c)F(m)(Range(S) + E) and m E Irr(S)). 
Let us define the map Ii’ : E, AX* by 
II( a, x, p, y, p’, x’, a’) = txx/3y~‘x’cI’ 
and the map 0:E,+N6 XX* by 
Lemma 3.1. - is confluent and noetherian. 
T 
Proof. ---f is functional (i.e. Qe, e’, e” E E, e -e’ and e 7 e” + e’ = e”), hence, 
T T 
---+ is confluent. 
T 
Let 5 be the lexicographic ordering on N6 xX* induced by the natural ordering on 
N and the partial ordering L on X*. As - is noetherian, E is a well-founded 
s 
s 
partial ordering. Ve,e’ E E,, e 7 e’ + O(e) 7 O(e’), hence 7 is noetherian. 0 
Let ps: X* --) b-r(S) be as defined in Section 2. 
Let PT: E, -+ Irr(T) be defined by: Ve E E,,,, pr(e) is the unique element of E, such 
that 
e zpr(e) and pr(e) E Ii-r(T) 
T 
@r(e) is well-defined by Lemma 3.1). 
Example. Let X = {a, b, c}, S = {(uubb, ub)}, m = E. Let e = (au, E, E, E, E, E, bb) E E,,,. 
The reduction (modT) from e to pT(e) is the following: 
(au, E, E, E,E,E, bb) 7 (a,~,&,&, E, E, bb) (case 1) 
T(u,u,E,e,E,b,b) (case 2) 
7 (a, E, a, E, E, b, b) (case 3, a. e E F(uubb)) 
7 (6 u, u, E, E, b, b) (case 1) 
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7 Cc, 6 aa, E, 6 b, b) (case 3) 
7 (8, E, aa, E, b, E, b) (case 4) 
7 (~8, aa, 8, b, b, F) (case 2) 
7 (E, E, aa, c, bb, E, E) (case 4) 
7 (E, E, E, ab, E, E, e) = pr(e) (case 5, subcase 3). 
Lemma 3.2. Let el,e2 E E,,,. If el $ e2 then ps(II(e, )) = ps(Zi’(ez)). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this lemma under the hypothesis that ei fez. (The 
general statement will follow by induction.) 
Let us suppose that ei ~“2. We consider all the cases occurring in the definition 
of --+. 
T 
Ctzse 1-4: n(ei) = n(e,), hence ps(U(et )) = ps(fl(el)). 
Case 5, suhcase 1: 
- As (c(x = c or xj $! F(Dom(S))) and no proper prefix of pii is S-reducible, no proper 
prefix of ax/3yi and longer than cxxj3 is S-reducible. 
_ As ‘~xfl E It-r(S), no proper prefix of zx/$ji shorter than rxfl is S-reducible. 
- Hence, H(~I) 7 n(cz), so that ps(n(et )) = ,&fl(ez)). 
Cases 5.2-5.4 can be treated in a similar way. n 
Lemma 3.3. For every e E Em, II( = ps(f7(e)). 
Proof. As e 5 pr(e), by Lemma 3.2 we have 
T 
fs(Wf74e)>> = fs(We)). (1) 
Let us show that ZI(pr(e)) is S-irreducible. Let us suppose pr(e) == (a,~, b,y, /?,x’, r’) 
and 
Xxpylj’x’Z’ = pus, (2) 
where (p, U, v) is the leftmost redex of U&(e)). 
As XXJ, /3’x’x’ E In(S), the given occurrence of II must contain at least one letter of 
the given occurrence of y or contain at least one letter in both factors XX/?, ~Yx’z’. 
If (u contains xp and 1x(= 1) or (u contains lj’x’ and Ix’\ = l), a rule of T of 
type (l)-(3) or (4) would apply on pr(e), contradicting the fact that pr(e) is 
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T-irreducible. If u is a factor of pyp’, either a rule of type (l)-(3) or (4) can be ap- 
plied on pi or (Last(ctx) =x, First(x’a’) =x’, ([xl= 0 or x/3 $! F(Dom(S))), (Ix’1 = 0 
or p’x’ $! F(Dom(S)))). If the second hypothesis is true, then one of cases (5.1), (5.2), 
(5.3), (5.4) is realized, contradicting again the fact that pr(e) is T-irreducible. Hence 
(2) is impossible and n&(e)) is S-irreducible. Hence, 
M%-(e))) = fl(pr(e)). (3) 
By (1) and (3) the lemma is proved. 0 
Let us define now a 2-d.f.a. &,, and two maps HI, HZ such that J.&, computes pr,n 
via the encoding HI and the decoding HZ. 
automaton ~4,: drn = (X, Qm, 4 40, em,+), where qo = 16, E, m, E, ~1, Qm = {ix, A Y, B’, 
x’] E ((XU{#})*)51 Ix/,< 1, (~‘1 < 1,x/3 E Irr(S),/?x’ E Irr(S), p E F(Dom(S)), /3’ E F(Dom 
(S)) and y E (Range(S) + s)F(m)(Range(S) + s)}, Qm,+ = Qm. 
The transition function 6 mimics the rules of T. Let q = [x, p, y,pI,x’] E Qm. We 
describe below all the transitions of A&, starting from state q and reading a pair (a,&) 
or (&,a) where a EX U {#} U {E}. 
Case 1: aEXU {#),x=8, 
&[x, D, Y, B’J’I, a, 8) = [a, P, Y, B’A. 
Case 2: a EX U {#}, 1x1 = 1,x’ = s, 
Nx, P, Y, P’dl, ~5 4 = k A Y, P’, al. 
Case 3: (xl= 1, (~‘1 = 1 and x/J E F(Dom(S)), 
Nx, B, y, P’J’I, E, 6) = [&$, Y, B’dl. 
Case 4: 1x1 = 1, Ix’/ = l,xg $! F(Dom(S)), p’x’ E F(Dom(S)), 
Nx, P, Y, P'4'1, 6 8) = Lx, B, Y, P’x’, El. 
Case 5: 1x(= 1, lx’1 = 1,x/? 4 F(Dom(S)), p’x’ $! F(Dom(S)), BYP’ is S-reducible. 
Subcase 1: /?=pipz, y=yiy2,(fii,/?2yi,ui) is the leftmost redex of By/?‘, 
Nx, P, y, P’A, 6 &I = b, Bl, UlY2, P’dl. 
Subcase 2: y=yly2, S’=pi/3; and (ByI, y&, 2.~) is the leftmost redex of /?yfl, 
~([x,P,Y,p’,X’l,&,&)=[X,8,Y1Uz,P~,X’l. 
Subcase 3: p = pi/&, p’ = 8’1 /?a, and (/?i~fi~y/?i, u’) is the leftmost redex of By/?‘, 
6([x,p,Y,p’,X’l,&,&)= [xA,~‘>P;~x’l~ 
Subcase 4: y = yiuyz and (fiyi, u, u’) is the leftmost redex of /?yp’, 
6([x,B,Y,p’,X’l,&,&)= [X,P,YI~‘Y2,P:,~‘l. 
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state tapes 
Fig. I Em. H, and .I&?~. 
The encoding mup, HI : E, + Config(&,,,) is defined by HI (a,~, fi, y, lj’,x’, a’) = ([x, fi, 
‘J,/~‘,x’],(#, x’#); the decoding map, Hz : Config(,dW) + E, is defined by Dom(H2) = 
{([x,/3,~,fi’,x’],z,r’)EConfig(2Z~)(ZxE#X*, x’x’EX*#, ZxflEIrr(S), b’x’r’EIrr(S)}, 
H2([x,p,~,fl’,x’], r, x’)=(h2(a),h2(~),/~,:/, P’,hz(x’),h2(~‘)), where h2 : (XU{#})* +X* 
is the homomorphism preserving each letter of X and erasing the #. 
Example (continued). The computation of G!~ from H,(e) = ([c, E, t:, E, e], ad, hh#) to 
z.~/,,,( HI (e)) is the following: 
(case 1) 
(case 2) 
(case 3) 
(case 1) 
(case 3) 
(case 1) 
(case 4) 
(case 2) 
(case 4) 
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-y’aa,Gbwl,w) (case 2) 
d,([#,i:,uh,&,#l,&,&)=r~~(~*(e)) (case 5, 
subcase 3). 
The reader will notice that the computation of &,,, on Hi(e) has exactly 2 more steps 
than the reduction e --f pr,(e); these 2 additional steps correspond to the transitions 
r, 
reading the two occurrences of the mark #. 0 
Lemma 3.4. d,,, computes pT via the encoding HI and the decoding Hz. 
Proof. Let e E E,: e = (a,~, j?, y, /3’,x’, a’) and let c = HI (e). One can check that, for 
every c, c’ E Config( 
c E Dom(H2) and c 2 c’ + c’ E Dom(H2) and H2(c) 5fi(~'). 
m T 
As c E Dom(H2), one can deduce by induction that 
zsdg,(c) E Dom(fh) and HZ(C) ~Hdtd,(c)). 
One can check that 
Vc’ E Dom(H2), c’ E Err + Hi E In(T). 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
By (5) and (6), HZ(Zd,(Hl(e)))=pT(e). 0 
Let m EX*, w E Ix-r(S). We define the language L,,, by 
L m,w = {(a, a’) E (XX )2 I c(, a’ E Irr(S) and ps(ctma’) = w}. 
We define a 2-d.f.a. a,,,,,+ = (x U (81, Qh,,, %,,,d,, Qk,,,.) by: QL,w = Qm U {[WA 
Y, P’du’l I ix, B, Y, P’dl E Qm, u, u’ E (X U {#})*, 1x1 = 1, Ix’/ = 1,x/3 4 F(Dom(S)),B’x’ $! 
F(Dom(V) and NM’x’~‘EF(#w#)). qA=qo, Q&,,+ ={[v,D,~,B’,v’l EQ&,,I$YB 
v’ = #w#}. s;,, is defined in such a way that B,,,, simulates first the automaton 
&;, and then checks that the irreducible configuration reached by SZ& belongs to 
H2-‘(1J-‘(#w#)). Sk,, = 6, U CL,,, where S,,, is as defined below. 
We describe here all the transitions of 6,,, starting from a state q E Qh,, and reading 
a pair (a,~) or (a,~) where aEX U {#} U {F}. 
Case 6: q E Qm. Then q = [x, p, y, p’,x’]. 
Subcase 1: 1x1 # 1 or Ix’1 # 1 or xp E F(Dom(S)) or p’x’ ??F(Dorn(,s)) or j3yj3’ is 
S-reducible. Then there is no transition in 6,,, starting from q. 
Subcase 2: [xl= 1, jx’l = I,$ $! F(Dom(S)), /Yx’ @ F(Dom(S)), j3yp’ E Irr(S), (al = 1, 
ar/$$‘x’ E F(#w#), 
G.,(q, (a, a)) = [a, P, Y, P’dl. 
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Subcase 3: x=#,Ix’( = l,xp Ff F(Dom(S)),/Yx’ $ F(Dom(S)),pj/YEIrr(S),/a/ = I, 
xBy/3’x’a E F(# w #): 
q&q, (&a)) = In, 8, ?/, B’dal. 
Case 7: q E Qh,, - Qm, 
4 = [UT B, r, B’> a. 
Subcase 1: L’ E X*, a E X U {#}, avpyp’u’ E F(# w #), 
&,,(q, (a, E)) = [au, B, Y, P’, ~‘1. 
Subcase 2: v E #X*,a EX U {#},v~yj?‘u’a E F(#vv#), 
&,,+.(4, (6 a)) = Iv, B, y, B’, u’al. 
Example 3.5 (continued). We consider the same system S and word m as before. Let 
w =aaabcc and d = ([E, E,E, E, ~],aaaa#, bbcc#). The computation of 91m,,,, from d to 
z:a, Jd) is the following: 
([E, E,E, E, ~],aaaa#, bbcc#) z ([a, E, E, &,&],aaa#, bbcc#) 
,p ([a, E, E, E, b], aaa#, bcc#) 
0,. t> 
.c ([E, a, E, E, b],aaa#, bcc#) 
/,/_ I,
--+([u,a,~.~,b],aa#,bcc#) 
.&, I, 
,c ([c, aa, E, E, b], aa#, bcc#) 
/I/_ t> 
,~([u,aa,&,E,bl,u#,bcc#) 
n,. 1, 
~([u,aa,&,b,el,a#,bcc#) 
~([a,ua,~.b,b],aif,cc#) 
m, I( 
,T ([a, au, E, bb, c], a#, cc#) 
,?I. 1% 
,i([a,aa.E,bb,cl,a#,c#) ,n. ,\ 
;d([a,“,ab,“,cl,n#,c#) 
~([E,a,ab,c,cl,a#,~#) WI. Lb 
y ([a, a, ah 6 cl, #, c#> m. >, 
Jo ([E, w 4 6, cl, #, c#> m, /I 
(case 1) 
(case 2) 
(case 3) 
(case 1) 
(case 3) 
(case 1) 
(case 4) 
(case 2) 
(case 4) 
(case 2) 
(case 5, subcase 3) 
(case 3) 
(case 1) 
(case 3) 
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c ([#, aa, ab, E, cl, E, c#) (case 1) 
,; ([#, aa, & s, ccl, 8, W (case 6, subcase 3) 
ay ([#,au,ub,~,cc#], E, E) (case 7, subcase 2). 0 
m,n 
Lemma 3.6. For every (a, a’) EX* xX*, (a, a’) EL,,,, w (Z, a’) E L(%&,,) n (Irr(S) x 
WS)). 
Proof. (1) Let (ct,c~‘)EL~,~. Then ~=(~,E,E,~,E,E,c~‘)EE, and H~(e)=([~,~,m,~,~], 
a#, a’#). 
By hypothesis ps(ama’) = w, i.e. 
&We)) = w, 
hence, by Lemma 3.3, 
n(pr(e)) = w. (7) 
By Lemma 3.4 we have 
ff2(~4~W(e))) = m(e). (8) 
Let ai,cci E (X U {#})* ,x,/?,y,p’,x’~(XU {#})* such that 
z~~(Hl(e))=([x,B,~,B’,n’l,cll,a:>. (9) 
By (7)-(9) we have 
aia$yjWa; = #w#. (10) 
By (9), as r.dm(Hi(e)) is d,-irreducible we have 
1x1 = 1, Ix’] = 1, XP 4 Worn(S)))) P’x’ 6 WomV)), BYP’ E WV, 
hence, the transitions of 6,,, allow a computation 
(Lx, P, Y, B',x'l, 6 3 4 ) 
By (lo), the state [c~ix,/j, y,fl,x’ai] is terminal (i.e. belongs to Qk,,,+). 
Hence, (Z, a’) E L(gm,,). 
(2) Suppose (z, CC’) E L(gm,,) fl (Irr(S) x Irr(S)). There exists a successful compu- 
tation of &?m,w on (Z, a’): 
GE, 6 m, 6, &l,Z#, a’#> 2 (Lx, P, y, B’,x’l, 6 > a: > ,-T- ([w, p, y, P’,x’4 I, E, &) (11) 
m, R 
for some x,x’ EX U {#}, p, y, p’, ~11, ai E (X U {#})* such that 
cQX~y/YX’a; = #w #. (12) 
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Using again (4) it follows from (11) and (12) that cxma’ z w. 
T 
Hence (~,a’) EL,,,. 0 
Theorem 3.7. The problem “is S partially conjluent on the word w?” is solvable in 
P-time for jinite, basic, noetherian, semi-Thue systems. 
Proof. Let S LX* x X* be some finite, basic, noetherian semi-Thue system and 
w E h-r(S). By Lemma 2.1, S is partially confluent on {w} iff 
Yu> 0) E RCP(S), L,, =L,,, 
which, by Lemma 3.5, is equivalent to 
V(~,V>ERCP(S), L(%%,,) n (h-r(S) x Irr(S))=L(.%.,)17(1rr(S) x It-t(s)). 
(13) 
Let us (roughly) estimate the time complexity of these tests: 
IP(Dom(S))I G(u FGs 11*12 d II S 112, > 1 
IF(m)I d lm12, IRange + El <2llSll, lCW)J < llSl12, 
lIRCW)II d llSl14 (because, vu~X*, bdu)ld IlSll.l4), 
kkwl ~(1x1 + 1>21F(Dom(S))121Range(S) + 1121F(m)l =O(I~1211~1161m12>, 
l&, - &,,I =O(lw16) (because, every element of Qh,, - QM,, is fully 
determined by 6 positions in the word #w#). 
We can then construct a 2-d.f.a recognizing L(&Jm,,) n Irr(S) x Irr(S) the size of 
which is 
0(1~1211~117142 + ll~llIw16) 
(an auxiliary 1-d.f.a. recognizing Irr(S) can be constructed in time O(]]Sll) by Cl]). 
The time T(S, w) used to perform all the tests (13) satisfies then 
T(S,w) d ~~~,~~~~c~~s~~.(l~~~(I~/l~(~~l~ + 101~) + llS]li~l~)~ (by Theorem 2.2) 
d ~‘[lJ481/~l12811RCW)IlX + 11~11414241 
= o(lx1811Sl160 + llSl141w124). 0 
4. Partial confluence on a rational set 
We sketch here an adaptation of Section 3 to the general case. Let us fix some finite, 
basic. noetherian, semi-Thue system S cX* x X* and some rational set R 2 Irr(S) 
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recognized by some 1-d.f.a. W = (X, Q,q_, 0, Qt) (we suppose W is complete). We 
define two maps 
cp:(QxxxQ)*+x*~ IS the homomorphism “erasing” the states, i.e., 
Yq,whEQ XX x Q, ~(w,q’)=~, 
CT :X* -+ (Q x X x Q)* sends each word w E X* on the unique computation of 93 
over this word: if w=xix2...xP and 6(q-,xl)=q1,...,6(q~-1,xp)=q~, 
then ~(w)=(q-,xl,ql)(ql,~2,qz)...(qp--1,xp,qp). 
To every m EX* we associate the set 
E, = {(v, B, Y, D’,x’, a’) E <Q x X x Q>* x V*16 I u 
= dcp(a)) and (dab, P, Y, P’J’, a’) E -Gil. 
By p, 5 we denote the maps @ : E, -+ E,, 5 : E, + E,,, defined by 
q(V, B, y, P’?‘, a’) = (q(a),4 A Y, P’,x’, 0, 
q&x, 8, y, P’,x’, a’) = (O(~),X, A Y> P’P’, a’). 
By II we denote the map: ZZ = II o q. The relation z is defined on E,,, by 
-- 
One can notice that cp, c are bijections exchanging 7 with z. 
m 
Lemma 4.1. --+ is conjluent and noetherian. u 
m 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.1 by the bijection (p. 0 
We define pu, : i?,,, + Irr( U,) by 
Lemma 4.2. kf’e E i?,,,, pi,, =O o pT, o T&F). 
-- 
Proof. Follows from the fact that q, o are exchanging -%, -% . 0 
T, Urn 
Let 2, be a 2-d.f.a. which, analogously with s&, mimics the rules of U,,,: 
zm = ((Q xX x Q) UX,~m,&&,~+) with & = [ E, E, m, E, E], D,,, = Qm. Let us extend 
cPascp:((QxXxQ)U{#})*--t(XU{#})*by 
Vq,q’E Q, Vx EX, &q,x,q’)= x and q(#) =#. 
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We then define 3 by 
vqEQm> Va~<QxxxQ>u{#}, .(q,a,E)=~(q,~(a),&), 
4EQm vu EX u {A+}, &I, 8, a> = h(q, E, a>. 
Let HI ==Hl 00 and i?*=aoHl. 
Lemma 4.3. g,,, computes pum via the encoding A1 and the decoding 77,. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, &‘,,, computes pr, via HI, Hz. By Lemma 4.2 and the definition -- 
of 3, we conclude that gm computes pu, via HI, Hz. Ll 
Let Lm,R = {(x,~)E(QxXXQ)* XX* ICI= crocp(~), da>, a’ E INS) and pdcp(aW) 
E R}. 
Lemma 4.4. One can construct in P-time from the system S, the word m and the 
1-d.ja. 9, a 2-d.Ju. g,,,a such that: V(~,CX’)E(Q xX x Q)* xX*, 
Proof [Sketch]. &I,,,,% is a 2-d.f.a performing on any input (a,~‘) the following task: 
(1) It m@ics AZ&,, on (a#, a’#) and reaches a configuration ([x, /3, y, P’,n’], ~2, M;) such N 
that ps(cp(~)mct’)=#-‘((a2)x~yp’x’a~)#-’, CI=CI~TX~, CI’=CX~LX~ and (First(clZ)=(q, y,q’) 
for some (q, y, q’) E Q x X x Q or First(azl = #). 
(2) It then reads (&,a;) and checks that g(q’,x~~/?‘x’a~) E Ql (resp. @q-,xfiyp’x’ri) 
E Qt>. 
(3) It then reads (al,&). 
(4) During the whole computation, it checks that &&a’ E h-r(S) and that x” = 
a(cp(G)). 
Such a task can be performed by an automaton 97,,,,~ combining Jai, with %Y and 
with a d.f.a. I recognizing Irr(S). W,,,W can then be constructed in time polynomial 
with respect to I] S \],1rn1, IQ]. 0 
Theorem 4.5. The problem “is S partially confluent on the rational set R?” (where 
R & Irr(S)), is solvable in P-time for finite, basic, noetherian semi-Thue systems. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 the property to be tested is equivalent to: V(U, v) E RCP(S), 
V( p, a’) E Irr(S) x Ill(S), 
ps(/ha’) E R @ ps(~ua’) E R. (14) 
But 
In(S) = {cp(cr) I CC E (Q x X x Q)*, Y. = aocp(a), &cc) E In(S)}. (15) 
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Using (15) and the definition of L,+ (for any word m), (14) can be expressed as 
v’(U, u> E RCW), Lu,R =L",R, 
which, by Lemma 4.4, is equivalent to 
Yu, u) E RCW), L(Bu,ye) = L(gu,ye). (16) 
As each automaton ?&ye (resp. ._%‘,,~e) can be constructed in P-time (by Lemma 4.4), 
each equality in (16) can be tested in P-time (by Theorem 2.2). Moreover, the num- 
ber of equalities to be tested is Q IJS1/2, h ence, the whole problem is solvable in 
P-time. 0 
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